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Questions for Today
y Who are the cyber criminals?
y What are their new targets?
y What are the most promising initiatives to deter

attacks?

The Three Faces of Cyber Crime
ORGANIZED CRIME
2. TERRORIST GROUPS
3. NATION STATES
1.

1. A Massive Financial Cyber Crime Wave
y Many billions of dollars.
y FBI senior exec: “we are getting more than one

new cyber extortion case every day.”
y Online Broker e-Trade lost $18 million
y Pump & dump moves the stock market
y Bankers tell of 400% increases in cyber fraud
from 2005 to 2006

• Australian annual bank losses to
cyber fraud: A$25 million
• US annual bank losses to cyber
fraud: $250 - $300 million
•

“Denies fallacious
press release” on
their own website

The first face of cyber crime

Alexey
Ivanov

y
y
y
y
y

Vasiliy
Gorshkov

Stole data from ecommerce sites that used Microsoft
IIS
Threatened to disclose customers’ credit card data
Did disclose when the first victim refused
$160,000 dollars each instance
“They threatened to killed my parents”

Plus two more we will cover shortly
y Terrorists who use the techniques pioneered by

organized crime
y Nation states that will spend any amount of money
to control US computers and steal sensitive
information.

What Are the Greatest Cyber
Menaces of 2008?
THEMES:
1.VICTIMS BEING ATTACKED WHILE DOING WHAT

THEY SHOULD BE DOING
2.BLENDED ATTACKS
3.AUTOMATION
4.SOPHISTICATION AND HUGE BUDGETS

How Do We Know? SANS is…
y Largest security training & education organization
{

85,000 alumni, 15,000 students per year

{

60+ network security, app security and secure coding courses; 150+ events annually

y Licensed, degree granting graduate education institution
y GIAC is an ANSI-accredited certification body
{

More than 22,000 technical security certifications

y Internet Storm Center – early warning for the Internet – 24 x 7
y Instructors are top guns in information and application security
{
{
{
{
{
{

Information Warfare Officer – Ballistic Missile Defense Org
Chief Info Security Mgr – Naval Surface Warfare Center
Technical Director, JTF-CNO (now GNO)
CIA Red Team Leader
Director of Communications Infrastructure Protection, National Security Council
Ed Skoudis, Marc Sachs, Eric Cole, Steve Northcutt, Tom Liston, Josh Wright, more.

Top 5 Cyber Menaces of 2008
5. SUPPLY CHAIN ATTACKS
4. VOIP & TARGETED GROUP PHISHING
3. WEB APPLICATION ATTACKS
2. CYBER ESPIONAGE ADVANCES
1. SOPHISTICATED BROWSER ATTACKS

5. Supply Chain Attacks
y Digital picture frames

infecting buyers’
systems
y Thumb drives and CDs

at conferences infected
y And it is spreading. “I got a present of a set of MP3 playing
sunglasses for Christmas that came with an extra gift, infection, AVG
called it PSW.OnlineGames. It was a hidden .scr file with a hidden
Autorun.inf file .” Company said “Seems something went wrong in
China during Quality Control checks.”

4. Phishing+: Blended VoIP Phishing
and Targeted Group Phishing
y VOIP Phishing
{ Inbound email, apparently from credit card company,
{ Asks recipients to "re-authorize" credit card by calling a 1-800
number.
{ Number leads (via VoIP) to an automated system in a foreign
country that, quite convincingly, asks that they key in their
credit card number, CVV, and expiration date.
y Targeted Group Phishing

Salesforce.com owns up
y "We learned that a salesforce.com employee had been the victim of a

phishing scam that allowed a salesforce.com customer contact list to
be copied," the company wrote. "Information in the contact list
included first and last names, company names, email addresses,
telephone numbers of salesforce.com customers, and related
administrative data belonging to salesforce.com.
y As a result of this, a small number of our customers began receiving
bogus emails that looked like salesforce.com invoices, but were not-they were also phishes. Unfortunately, a very small number of our
customers who were contacted had end users that revealed their
passwords to the phisher."
y However, a few days ago a new wave of phishing attempts that
included attached malware--software that secretly installs viruses or
key loggers--appeared and seemed to be targeted at a broader group
of customers.” (QUIZ: How did the phishing install a keylogger?)

Executives: Targeted FTC Scam
y Hackers compromise Salesforce.com customer

database (mostly business managers)
y Each customer gets email “from the FTC” saying that
there is a complaint lodged against their firm;
“respond to attached letter within xx days”
y Site where they visit has a series of exploits that
infect their systems
y Their computers become zombies; keystroke logger
installed

More sophistication:
The Tax Refund Scam
y Criminals buy Google ads to draw victims;
y
y
y
y

“Maximize your refund.”
Appears official
Victim completes the form with all needed data
Criminals submit the data but change the address for
the refund; cash the check
Fully automated!!!

Why all this cyber crime matters
y Multiple al Qaeda speakers finish their talks with the

directive:
“ Study the computer along with the Q’u0ran; in that way we will
bring America and its cronies to their knees.”
1. Bank fraud funds ended up in the account that pays for Iraqi
terrorist bombs.
2. Imam Samudra, the “Bali bomber,”
used computer fraud to raise money
and wrote an amazingly good “how
to” book to make Indonesian al
Qaeda recruits into effective hackers.

3. Web
application
… and
the big one:attacks:
Application Attacks
January: 87,000 web sites infected and
infecting visitors who trusted them.

Why Are Applications A New Target?
y System software has become more secure
y Perimeter protection is tuned for system attacks
y Attackers discovered applications are vulnerable:
{ Back-up products
{ Anti-virus products

Symantec Backup Vulnerabilities
Veritas Vulnerabilities
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Web Applications: How Vulnerable?
2006 Vulnerability Statistics (31,373 sites)

** http://www.webappsec.org/projects/statistics/

2. Nation states attack military and
civilian government sites
y Time magazine (09/05) Massive penetration of DoD
y Congressional hearings (07): State Department and

Commerce Department
y Director of National Intelligence (2/5/08 Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence)
y

y

y
y

Our information infrastructure is being targeted for exploitation and potentially for disruption or
destruction. Over the past year, cyber exploitation activity has grown more sophisticated, more
targeted, and more serious.
Russia and China have the technical capabilities to target and disrupt elements of the US information
infrastructure and for intelligence collection. Nation states and criminals target our government and
private sector information networks to gain competitive advantage in the commercial sector.
Terrorist groups-including al-Qa'ida, HAMAS, and Hizballah-have expressed the desire to use cyber
means to target the United States.
Criminal elements continue to show growing sophistication in technical capability and targeting, and
today operate a pervasive, mature on-line service economy in illicit cyber capabilities and services
available to anyone willing to pay.

Major General William Lord
“China has downloaded 10 to 20 terabytes of data
from the NIPRNet”
“They’re looking for your identity so they can get
into the network as you,”
“There is a nation-state threat by the Chinese.”
Maj. Gen. William Lord, director of information, services
and integration in the Air Force’s Office of Warfighting
Integration and Chief Information Officer
8/21/06 Government Computer News, “Red Storm Rising”

How Damaging Are These Attacks?
From TIME Magazine, Sept. 5, 2005
“They hit hundreds of computers that night and morning alone
y “At 10:23 p.m. PST, they found vulnerabilities at the U.S. Army
Information Systems Engineering Command at Fort Huachuca.
y “At 1:19 am PST, they found the same hole in computers at DISA
in Arlington, Virginia.
y “At 3:25 am, the Naval Ocean Systems Center, a defense
department installation in San Diego.
y “At 4:46 am PST, the United States Army Space and Strategic
Defense installation in Huntsville, AL.”
y Counterpoint: “They didn’t get any classified data…”
y “from Redstone Arsenal, Army Aviation and Missile Command:

they got the specs for the aviation-mission-planning system for
Army helicopters, as well as Falconview 3.2, the flight-planning
software used by the Army and Air Force.”

The Third Face of Cybercrime
20 workstations in Guong Dong province
y 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
y Massive penetration and theft from DoD,
contractors, and others in the US and allies
y PLA Doctrine: “The next war with the United
States will be fought asymmetrically”
y

Expanding to economic espionage
y Companies negotiating deals with people in China
y Chinese government penetrates the companies’

computers, steals documents, and leaves back doors.
y They also penetrate accountants, lawyers and
consultants computers.
y China’s negotiators have the benefit of knowing
exactly what the companies are willing to give.

1. Sophisticated Browser Attacks
y Targets trusted web sites
y Uses web app or system vulnerability
y Installs much more sophisticated infection tool
y Infection tool exploits apps (ex: Flash or QuickTime)

–not automatically updated with browser updates
y Fools user twice: (1) trusted site and (2) unpatched
web browser service.
y Victims subjected to financial fraud, and creates
enough zombies to take down *any* site or to sen
billions of spam messages or “pump&dump.”

Top 5 Cyber Menaces of 2008
5. SUPPLY CHAIN ATTACKS
4. VOIP & TARGETED GROUP PHISHING
3. WEB APPLICATION ATTACKS
2. CYBER ESPIONAGE ADVANCES
1. SOPHISTICATED BROWSER ATTACKS

Three Initiatives to Deter Attacks
WHERE YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE AND WHERE THE BIGGEST
NEW PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES WILL BE
FOUND
1. APPLICATION SECURITY
2. CONFIGURATION & PATCH AUTOMATION
3. FORENSICS – FINDING THE PERSISTENT PRESENCE

Web Applications: How Vulnerable?
2006 Vulnerability Statistics (31,373 sites)

** http://www.webappsec.org/projects/statistics/

Making Applications More Secure
y Application security firewalls
y Application security scanners
y Source code analyzers (binary too)
y Application penetration testing

y Assessing programmers’ security skills
y

C and Java now; .NET and PHP and Perl soon

A test of secure programming skills and
knowledge, not book learning
Consider the following program:
1. #include <stdio.h>
2. #include <string.h>
3. void usage(char *ptCommand) {
4. char usageInfo[1023];
5.
snprintf(usageInfo, 1023, "Usage: %s \n", ptCommand);
6.
printf(usageInfo);
7. }
8. int main(int argc, char * argv[]) {
9.
if (argc < 2)
10.
usage(argv[0]);
11. }
Q1. If in the above code argv[0] may be provided by a malicious user, what
security problem can the code have?
A. Format string vulnerability
B. Out-of-bound array write
C. String null-termination error
D. String truncation


The candidate is asked to find the best answer

How are the tests to be used?
More than 400 organizations
 83.7% said
To identify our programmers’ secure
programming gaps and fill them
 62.1% said
To ensure consultants and vendors have
security-skilled programmers
 60.1% said
To evaluate programming candidates.
 57.4% said
To select people with secure programming
skills for critical projects.
 44.1% said
To persuade universities to ensure CS
graduates know secure coding.
 38.9% said
To help give our customer confidence
that we are delivering products that
include code written by certified
secure programmers.

How people will take the tests
y Assessments online – enterprise partners
{



(A-D) ABN AMRO, Amazon, American Express, AT&T, Boeing, Caremark,
Carlson, CIBC, Cingular, Cisco, Depository etc. (International: Tata,
Siemens, NRI)
Sometimes customized.

 GSSP certification on paper



Proctored paper exams two or three times a year – many locations
Colleges and universities: teaching programmers secure coding skills;
researching new techniques for teaching secure coding; testing site for
students and local businesses

It is working!
Letter from one of the largest software companies to ten
colleges where they hire most programmers – “teach the CS
graduates to write secure code; use GSSP to ensure they
have learned it, don’t make us to remedial training”
y Letter from one of the largest financial companies to
outsourcers in India and China (5,000 total) “you must
pass secure coding tests by next summer or you will not be
allowed to touch any code.”
y

Teaching Secure Coding Practices:
Lessons Learned
Colleges
{ Faculty reluctance
{ The mentor program
y Enterprises
{ Relationship between security staff and programmers
{ Awareness
{ Assessment
{ Courses
y

y www.sans.org/gssp

Patching Is broken
y Exploits arrive before patches are installed (caused

major defense agency penetrations)
y Why?
{
{
{

Applications force non-standard configurations
Patches must be tested on each non-standard configuration
because untested patches can break applications
Vendors un-do security settings when they install patches

y Partial solution: common configurations that can be

patched immediately
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Why all these problems?
y Applications force non-standard configurations
y Patches must be tested on each non-standard

configuration because patches can break applications
y Vendors un-do security settings when they install
patches

The FDCC: Common Secure Configurations
y US Air Force – persuaded Microsoft to deliver

Windows with security baked in (based on
NSA/NIST/Air Force specs)
y Patch time reduced from 54 days to 72 hours
y White House now requires all agencies to use the
consensus secure configuration and
y The Big One: White House requires all software
vendors (and integrators) to certify software works
on secure configuration without changing the
configuration and without admin privileges.

Vulnerabilities are coming too fast for human response
y Humans cannot do vulnerability testing fast enough

or reliably enough
y Humans cannot determine whether test will break
things because of special configuration requirements
y Humans do not know every version of every piece of
software on every computers
y Humans cannot patch systems manually fast enough

Key to S-CAP: DoD Procurement Power
y Software vendors deliver patches with S-CAP

definitions
y Vulnerability testers use OVAL for testing; tetsing is
identical across tools
y System managers use XCCDF for configuration
definitions
y Patching tools know how to patch systems instantly
y Why would all those vendors do all that the

development? DoD Procurement Power.

The hardest problem leads to
the biggest opportunity
PERIMETERS ARE BEING PENETRATED

Bad guys are getting into well-protected
systems?

Spear Phishing - Victims being attacked
while doing what they should be doing
What’s wrong with this hypertext url?
http://www.microsoft.com/security

How Spear Phishing Destroys Your Perimeter

y An e-mail arrives from your

commanding officer saying:
“ Microsoft has given us a heads-up about a major new
vulnerability. They won’t be making the patch public until
tomorrow but have offered us early access to the patches.
Before you leave work today go to the following Microsoft
site and download the new patch

http://www.microsoft.com/security/alertwindows.mspx

Why it went to the wrong place: html
code was actually:
<a href="http://www.hackersite.com">
http://www.microsoft.com/security/alertwindows.mspx </a>

Would it have fooled anyone in your
organization?

Then what happens?
y Malicious software causes the victim to make a legal

web connection to a server controlled by the
attackers.
y That server sends software and commands to control
the now slave computer.
y Slave computer searches all other computers (note it
is inside the firewall so it has access) and collects
huge amounts of data.
y Slave computer compresses the data and sends it to a
storage computer from which it is later moved to the
attacker’s systems.

The hardest job – forensics to
find the persistent presence
THE PERIMETER IS POROUS.
THE ENEMY IS ALREADY ON YOUR SYSTEMS.
THE ENEMY IS INFECTING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN.
THE TOP GUNS OF CYBER SECURITY IN THE NEXT FIVE
YEARS WILL BE FORENSICS EXPERTS WHO FIND THE
PERSISTENT PRESENCE AND WHO BUILD THE TOOLS
OTHERS CAN USE TO FIND THEM

Questions?
THE THREE FACES OF CYBER CRIME – ORGANIZED CRIME,
TERRORISTS, NATION STATES
2. THE MOST DAMAGING MENACES OF 2008
3. PROMISING PRACTICES: SECURE CODING ASSESSMENT AND
CERT, FDCC, AND S-CAP.
4. STOPPING SPEAR PHISHING AND FINDING THE PERSISTENT
PRESENCE
1.

